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All
Happy New Year to you all, we hope that you had a lovely Christmas and a happy New Year, with
your families.
After saying goodbye to Jakob and Line, we have the pleasure to introduce 4 new teachers at
Nordic School, Jennie, Rasmus and Julia from Sweden and Kasper from Denmark. They will all be
working daily at Kubwa and Afterschool.

Dates to
remember
Parents meeting
th
12 March

Rasmus is at Play school and Kasper and Julia in Kubwa.
After the holiday our library is up and running again, and we will continue to go there and read, and
borrow books every week, which we all enjoy very much!
Kidogo have library day every Wednesday and Kubwa has changed from Thursday to Tuesday.

Kubwa
After the holiday we have welcomed
everybody back plus our new teachers.
We also welcome Helena who comes from
Kidogo and now old enough to join the
Kubwa group and Minna from Denmark
and her brother, Anker to playschool.
We still use our lovely swimmingpool
frequentlig, actually we swim almost every
day these days, to get cooled of from the
heat. We all love it and are having tons of
fun together.
Next week pre-play school will start up,
which is for the 5 oldest kubwa children,
whereof some will be starting school in
August. The intentition is to prepare them
for formal school, just like play school.

Kidogo
At Kidogo all the children are back after the holiday.
Because of the age difference between some of the children, we have
started to split up the group sometimes, to give the older children a bit
more challenges and some different stimulation, than the younger ones.
So far it is going very well, and both groups are having a lot of fun with the
activities.
This Friday we unfortunately have to say goodbye to two people at Kidogo.
Liv is going back to Norway and Sofies internship has come to an end so
she is going back to Denmark. We will all miss both of them very much
and we wish them the best of luck in the future!
The last month we have experienced several times, that the children is not
getting picked up on time.
Please make sure to pick up your child in time! Or call Kidogo if you can’t
make it, so that we are informed, thank you.
rd

We welcome Caitlin our new teacher on 3 February.

Play school
Before Christmas we were working on the numbers from 1-10, and now we have started with the alphabet. We work with the
letters in different ways using exercise sheets and different games with letters.
Sia has gone to Denmark to welcome a little brother/sister and will be back after a few months.
We have decided to split Kubwa and Play school during fruit and lunchtime in order to have a more fruitful and peaceful
environment while eating and therefore you will see us eating in after- school instead. We still have ring time together with
kubwa every day before lunch, were we sing different songs together.

Anette, Christina, Elisabeth, Julia, Karen-Emilie, Kasper, Rasmus, Sofie, Veila and Nina

